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a shotgun not built on past

inspiration, but on imagination.



ergonomic
recoil pad

gel comb pad
precise drop & cast 
adjustment

auto safety

removable
trigger assembly

aluminum 
receiver

828u the integrated system of comfort, design and technology.

steel hinges

features steel locking plate fiber-optic sight

ergonomic forend

pulse ejectors

cryogenically treated,
interchangeable barrels

forend
release button

carbon fiber rib



stage 1
When a light load is fired the first set 
of buffers shown in yellow engage and 
compress to absorb the recoil energy.

stage 2
When firing more powerful shells (heavy 
field loads), the second set of buffers 
(shown in orange) engage after the first 
set have compressed to absorb more 
recoil.

at rest/static
The Progressive Comfort System is 
completely contained within the 828U 
walnut stock (shown in cutaway above).  
The system’s unit is made from a flexible 
polymer that adds very little to the gun’s 
overall weight.

stage 3
The third and most rigid set of buffers 
(shown in red) come into play when a 
magnum load is fired, providing a final 
cushion for the heaviest shells. adjustable drop & cast 

Benelli has created the first O/U that 
allows for a custom fit stock. With 5 
drop and 4 cast shims the 828U can be 
adjusted to one of 40 possible stock 
positions.  The adjustable stock allows 
a shooter to find their natural alignment 
between barrel and target, which 
translates into more broken targets. 

steel locking system
Benelli’s patented Steel Locking System, eliminates wear and tear on the receiver and 
hinge that cause traditional O/U’s to fail.  By incorporating this locking system into an 
aluminum receiver we have created a stronger, safer, lighter O/U that maintains perfect 
balance at under 6.5 pounds. 

benefits 

steel locking plate
By locking the solid steel breech 
block to the rear of the barrel, all 
shot pressure is contained in the 
barrels—preventing any stress to 
be transferred to the receiver and 
hinge pins.

DROP SHIM

CAST SHIM

DROP PLATE



opening lever auto recocking
The 828U triggers reset when the top lever is 
unlocked instead of by opening the barrels as 
traditional O/U’s–creating a smoother, more 
consistent opening action.

impulse activated ejectors
The ejector system in the 828U is all contained in the barrel.  
When the shell is fired pressure activates the ejector. This 
innovative design eliminates the need for linkages between 
trigger group and the forend—allowing for a stronger, more 
streamlined receiver.

benefits 

removable trigger group
The compact and removable trigger group makes for 
easier cleaning and eliminates complicated linkage 
between forearm and trigger mechanism, significantly 
increasing reliability. a double barrel

born not of the old school,
or the new school,

but of its own school



8 2 8 U  N I C K E L  1 2- g a U g E  23/4"  a N d  3"
ItEm NUmbEr barrEL LENgth StoCK ovEraLL LENgth avEragE WEIght mSrP

10703 26" AA-Grade satin walnut, Nickel 43.25" 6.5 lbs. $2999
10704 28" AA-Grade satin walnut, Nickel 45.25" 6.6 lbs. $2999

CommoN speCifiCAtioNs:  Crio® Chokes: C,iC,m,im,f   type of sights: fiber-optic front sight with red insert   Length of pull: 1 4 3/8"   Drop at Heel: 2 1/8"   Drop at Comb: 11/2" 

8 2 8 U  b L a C K  1 2- g a U g E  23/4"  a N d  3"
ItEm NUmbEr barrEL LENgth StoCK ovEraLL LENgth avEragE WEIght mSrP

10701 26" AA-Grade satin walnut, Blue 43.25" 6.5 lbs. $2499
10702 28" AA-Grade satin walnut, Blue 45.25" 6.6 lbs. $2499

CommoN speCifiCAtioNs:  Crio® Chokes: C,iC,m,im,f   type of sights: fiber-optic front sight with red insert   Length of pull: 1 4 3/8"   Drop at Heel: 2 1/8"   Drop at Comb: 11/2" 

specifications 

the balance of strength,

weight and comfort.


